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Welcome to the first edition of ACORN Climate Connections!

Building resilience to the impacts of climate change will be easier if we share
information about what to expect and how to adapt - this bi-monthly
newsletter intends to help facilitate this communication. In each issue, you can
expect to find educational events and resources, along with experiences and
insights from farmers in Atlantic Canada.

If you have stories and resources to share, or information you would like to see
included, please contact Brittany Maguire at environment@acornorganic.org.

Upcoming Events

Sarah Smith, Sweet Soil Organic

Cultivating Climate Resilience: Risks and
Adaptation Workshop

Monday, Nov 12, 4:30-7:30 PM

Join ACORN and Sweet Soil Organic Farm for a
farm tour and workshop where you will have the
opportunity to discuss with fellow farmers what to
expect as the climate changes and how you can
make your farm more resilient. Refreshments and
snacks will be provided. Please RSVP here.

 

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/cultivating-climate-resilience-risks-and-adaptation-tickets-51782823820


2018 ACORN Conference: Farming in a Changing Climate

Don't miss the Farming in a Changing Climate conference stream at the 2018
ACORN Conference, which will feature the following workshops: 

 - Agriculture in a Changing Climate: What to Expect and How to Prepare,
Dr. Fenech and Stephanie Arnold, UPEI 

 - Paying Farmers for Ecosystem Services and Climate Adaptation, Shawn
Hill, ALUS 

 - Adapting to Climate Change on Diversified Farms, Alissa White, UVM 
 - Farmer-to-Farmer: Adapting to Climate Change

Alissa White, University of Vermont

Focus Group: Resources for Climate
Resilience

At the 2018 ACORN Conference, Alissa White
(University of Vermont) and ACORN are
inviting farmers to talk about the support and
information they think is needed to help the
agricultural community adapt to risks posed
by extreme weather and climate change. The
time will be determined based on your
availability - please RSVP.

Climate Talk with Farmers

What are farmers thinking about climate change? What are they doing to make
their farms more resilient? ACORN is reaching out to farmers in our region and
will share their thoughts with you here in each issue of climate connections.

Jolivent Farm in 2014, pre-drainage

improvements

Q&A with Guy Gautreau, Ferme
Jolivent Farm

Do you expect that climate change will
impact your farm or you as a farmer?

Yes, definitely. I expect that temperature
extremes - heavy rains on the one hand,
and droughts and heat waves on the other
– will increase in severity.

There are also pests, such as ticks and brown marmorated stink bugs, that I
have no interest in seeing in our region. The first one can potentially cause life-

http://www.acornorganic.org/conference/program/workshops/search&category=farming-in-changing-climate
http://projects.upei.ca/climate/
https://alus.ca/alus_community/alus-prince-edward-island
https://www.uvm.edu/agroecology/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeyj1kBG1HycJ0BekRxHDpDMC1bBxxXEPRnVma4ECMsFa3V_w/viewform


long health impacts with a single bite, and the second enjoys attacking several
crops and appears to be a huge challenge to manage organically.

Climate change is actually something I think about on a regular basis, but
striking up a conversation with someone about it is not always easy to do.

Have you been planning or implementing any projects on your farm in
response to, or in preparation for, changes in the climate?

Climate change was one consideration among many when we chose our
property - which is elevated, with two wells. We’ve since added a pond (for
water storage and wildlife) and invested in both surface and sub-surface
drainage (to prevent excess soil moisture). Over three out of our four planned
acres of orchards are now drain tiled. Our vegetable garden is no-till. Planned
endeavours include further improving our soil organic matter levels, further
diversifying our woodlot ecologically, possibly adding a second pond, and
eventually adding some solar energy production.

Climate adaptation projects implemented on Jolivent Farm. Click to expand.

Do you have any resources on climate change adaptation and increasing
farm resilience that you would like to share with other farmers?

I think the most important resource in this regard is having a good network of
like-minded friends and neighbours, and of course other farmers. For books on
increasing farm resilience, I gravitate towards Chelsea Green Publishing. For
climate change adaptation, I like to follow Alex Steffen on Twitter. To challenge
my thinking on the topic of energy, I’ll listen to presentations from Vaclav Smil.
Locally, I think three organizations, EOS Eco-Energy, Community Forests
International and Fundy Biosphere Reserve, have acquired a lot of expertise

https://www.chelseagreen.com/
https://twitter.com/AlexSteffen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5guXaWwQpe4&t=5370s
https://eosecoenergy.com/en/
https://forestsinternational.org/
http://www.fundy-biosphere.ca/en/


and do great work. For adapting our regional forests to a warming climate,
check out Fundy Biosphere Reserve's Planting Guide.

What types of supports could help you in dealing with climate change
impacts?

We need champions in our region – individuals, organizations and in
government - who are willing to lead this conversation. In terms of policy and
programs, I think some resources need to start shifting towards supporting
more ‘climate change friendly’ agricultural methods - methods and programs
that increase soil organic matter, lead to good water management, and support
trials on new cultivars and breeds for instance. Practically speaking, I could
benefit from workshops and/or vendors that promote relevant practices,
equipment and ‘farm hacks’ (solar-powered irrigation pumps for instance!).

Funding Opportunities

Did you know that the provinces have funding to support climate
mitigation and adaptation projects on farms?

See ACORN's climate page for a current list of funding programs. Learn about
funding for protecting ecosystem services at the 2018 ACORN Conference.

Further Learning

Growing Season Length, 2041-2070

New Brunswick Climate Futures

Explore climate information for New Brunswick,
including current data and projections until 2100.
You can select climate variables (precipitation,
Growing Degree Days, and Growing Season
Length etc.) for different time periods, based on
two different emissions scenarios (high and low).
The emissions scenarios are possible trajectories
for the global climate, depending on population,
socio-economic, and technological changes.

Is your farm on the coast in New Brunswick?
E-mail environment@acornorganic.org with your
property ID for sea level rise and coastal flooding projection maps of your
property.

http://www.fundy-biosphere.ca/images/projects-initiatives/ForestsFuture_Guide.compressed.pdf
http://www.acornorganic.org/climatechange
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/service/alternative-land-use-services-alus-program
http://www.acornorganic.org/conference/program/workshop/paying-farmers-for-ecosystem-services-and-climate-adaptation
http://www.acasamaps.ca/
http://www.acasamaps.ca/
http://www.acasamaps.ca/q4.html


PEI Adaptation Recommendations

Read Chapter 3: Agriculture Sector of the Climate
Change Adaptation Recommendations Report by the
UPEI Climate Lab to learn about climate projections
for PEI and adaptation recommendations.

What are farmers in BC doing to adapt?

Learn about some of the farm practices being implemented by producers
(organic and non-organic) in British Columbia for climate adaptation, including:
conservation tillage, drainage, management-intensive grazing, nutrient
management, shelterbelts, and water storage.

Energy, emissions and agriculture

Hear from Darrin Qualman - farmer,
researcher, and writer - about energy use
in agriculture. You can also explore more
of the Climate Atlas for agriculture
content and interactive projection maps.

Contact Us
Have experiences, ideas, or resources to share with others? 

 Have feedback on this newsletter or ACORN's climate change program? 
 Get in touch with Brittany Maguire at environment@acornorganic.org.

Know friends who might be interested in this content? Invite them to sign up
for ACORN Climate Connections!

Your Environmental Trust Fund at Work
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